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CHALLENGE
Proudly serving Southern Minnesota since 1881, 
Roundbank was fighting to keep pace with technology 
and product innovation. The stagnant, post-recession 
economy was making it difficult to launch or sustain 
groundbreaking initiatives. So the traditional institution 
was looking for new strategies. A primary objective 
was developing an efficient, scalable way to navigate 
their four vastly different markets. Roundbank branch 
locations range from deeply rural to major metro 
(Minneapolis-St. Paul), and from king of the market to 
complete newcomer.
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GOALS
Roundbank wanted to drive profit and growth even in 
the absence of great loan demand. They identified key 
opportunities to achieve this:

• Increase their cross-selling

• Increase their non-interest income

• Improve technology adoption

• Restructure their balance sheet to reduce their 
reliance on CDs

• Acquire new relationships, especially from 
younger and more engaged customers

These opportunities and goals were clear, but 
Roundbank knew they simply did not have the 
internal resources to “play offense.” They were stuck 
in a reactionary mode, made worse by encroaching 
megabank and non-bank competition.

ROUNDBANK

Asset size: $300MM

Market: Southern Minnesota

Number of total branches: 4

STRATEGY
Roundbank sought opportunities to leverage third-
party relationships to bolster their retail delivery 
and marketing efforts. This would allow Roundbank 
to focus their own internal strengths on key 
business lines such as business lending, mortgages, 
insurance, and wealth management.

After considering many options, Roundbank 
launched the Kasasa-branded product suite to: 

Bolster their existing brand with 
national products and sustainable 
marketing plans; 

Implement online account opening and 
align with existing mobile initiatives;

Add a deep bench of resources and 
support in marketing, training, analysis 
and product innovation;

Free up Roundbank resources to 
dedicate them to other high-profit 
initiatives
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Best of all, new and newly cross-sold 
customers alike are exhibiting highly 
profitable behaviors at far greater rates, 
as demonstrated in this chart.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
•  Though a retail product strategy, Kasasa helps cross-sell more products per household and increase referrals  
    to all business lines at an institution.

•  Nationally branded products and integrated marketing plans resonate in both rural and metro markets.

•   The comprehensive nature of Kasasa (from product innovation to marketing delivery to ongoing training and 
monitoring) allows an institution to efficiently maximize the benefits a third-party relationship can deliver.

•  This efficiency allows an institution to strongly focus internal resources on other areas of opportunity.

Data courtesy of Roundbank, December 2014

RESULTS
The results were exactly what Roundbank was working to achieve:

•     Monthly checking account opening increased by 126%; 
•     34% of Kasasa accounts opened were brand new relationships, and nearly 40% were under 45 years old; 
•     E-statement adoption is 81% among Kasasa account holders, compared to a mere 14% prior;
•     Kasasa account holders average 24 debit card swipes per month, compared to 11 per month from their 
 non-Kasasa account holders.


